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“Knowing Y is informative and thought-provoking. It clearly
conveys how important this generation is to our future. I’d say it’s
more than a must-read, it’s a must-do.” — Paul Hartgen, CAE, Executive Director,
Council of Manufacturing Associations
National Association of Manufacturers
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Knowing Y: Engage the
Next Generation Now
by Sarah Sladek
The largest shift in human capital in history—the ascension of

Generation Y in the workforce—presents a strategic opportunity for
virtually every business and organization: Turn the tide in your favor
(or keep it moving in your direction) by tailoring your offerings and
culture to the preferences of the dominant demographic. Doing so
makes economic, consumer, marketing, and management sense,
according to Sarah Sladek, author of this book and its bestselling
predecessor, The End of Membership as We Know It.
To effectively serve this largest-ever population demographic,
you need to know and understand its principal actors and their
expectations. Through this book, author Sladek will help you do
just that. Knowing Y is brimming with firsthand insights from Gen
Ys, examples of organizations that have successfully engaged
Gen Y, and experience and advice from the author’s 10-plus years
researching generations and demographic shifts. You’ll learn what
this generation thinks about the following and more:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy versus Social Awareness
Control versus Freedom
Community versus Globalization
Loyalty versus Relationships
Ownership versus Access
Jobs versus Entrepreneurs
Sales versus Service
Status versus Inclusion

Innovation is a central theme among those interviewed for the book.
The message is clear. Adapt and engage this largest population.
The consequences are dire if you don’t.
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